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 This makes siege towers weak in direct combat and creates a situation where skilled players can repeatedly take a weak base with minimal loss by capturing the towers and moving in a battering ram force at the base. The tower can be pushed back or destroyed and moved into position, and can be replaced with a more powerful tower (a process known as "battering" or "pressing" a tower). Several
towers can be placed on the field at once. Round towers are usually only found in a defensive position. Round towers can be built into cliffs or in small riverbeds and ravines, and need only a relatively flat spot. They are only effective if the opposing forces do not have cover, and can be outflanked if the opponents are in possession of height advantage. Round towers are able to engage multiple

enemies simultaneously, and can be used in an offensive manner to charge an opposing force from above. Round towers can only be moved or destroyed by an allied commander, meaning they cannot be "battled" by other allied players. Lever towers, a.k.a. trebuchets, are the most commonly seen type of siege engines used in siege battles. They can throw large and heavy objects (such as ballista bolts
or mines) at a target. Lever towers have the highest rate of accuracy among siege weapons, but also the lowest rate of damage. A catapult is a siege engine that does not use a projectile, but rather hurls huge stones or boulders at a target, to collapse or destroy a structure. Catapults can be used to clear rubble, walls or any other large obstacle from the field. They are not always used to attack a target or

siege tower, but can be used to defend against attacks from them. Siege catapults are generally slower and less accurate than other siege weapons, and can be more expensive to construct. Siege weapons are particularly effective against large, well-defended or lightly guarded forts, as they can be launched and fired from a safe distance and can be moved or used as mobile fortifications (or within a
mobile fort). The only downside is that they are not always reliable, are difficult to manoeuvre, and are generally more expensive than other options. Siege weapons are generally less effective against smaller and well-defended forts, but can also be used to fire at low-lying fortifications. Since a siege is a siege for the duration, a besieging force must make sure their siege engine is supplied with
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